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ALL SET FOR
URBAN CROSSOVER
ADVENTURES

Introducing the new Mitsubishi ASX, the Urban Active Sports Crossover that combines
the benefits of an SUV with the versatility of a sedan. This upgraded city-friendly SUV
boasts a Dynamic Shield front grille for a more powerful look, and a sleek design that
commands attention. Get ready for a driving experience unlike any other in the new ASX.
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DESIGN

DYNAMIC SILHOUETTE
This urban crossover vehicle cuts a lean and mean profile,
ready to take on your kind of adventure. Amidst rough or refined
landscapes, its dynamic profile endows the ASX with a stylish silhouette.

FRONT FOG LAMP AND LED DAYTIME
RUNNING LIGHTS
See clearly through all conditions with the front fog
lamp and LED Daytime Running Lights.

SHARK FIN ANTENNA
The sleek aerodynamic shark fin antenna offers
an attractive low profile design without
sacrificing reception.

DESIGNED FOR
FORM AND
FUNCTION
DYNAMIC SHIELD

REAR ROOF SPOILER WITH HIGH
MOUNTED TAIL LAMP
This sporty rear roof spoiler with high mounted tail
lamp adds to the overall look of this urban SUV.

CHROME EXHAUST TIP
The ASX comes with a chrome exhaust tailpipe tip
for a more finished look.

Spearheaded by Global Design Chief Tsunehiro Kunimoto, Mitsubishi’s new
Dynamic Shield face expresses powerful performance and a reassuring
sense of protection shared by generations of Mitsubishi vehicles.
Built on the philosophy of “form follows function”, every aspect of the
design is engineered to safeguard both people and car.
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PERFORMANCE
& FUEL ECONOMY

2.0ℓ MIVEC ENGINE
Count on top-class performance and fuel economy from the ASX engine.
More responsive than ever, the MIVEC (Mitsubishi Innovative Valve timing
Electronic Control) system optimises the timing of the intake and the exhaust
valve according to engine running conditions, allowing for refined control over
the power and torque output across different speeds.

MACPHERSON SUSPENSIONS
The ASX features MacPherson strut front
and multi-link rear suspensions for smooth
handling over rough roads. Shock absorbers
and stabilisers are tuned for a sporty yet
comfortable ride.

INVECS-111 CVT WITH
6-SPEED SPORTS MODE
Effortless acceleration and improved fuel
efficiency in the ASX are made possible with the
pairing of the 2.0ℓ MIVEC engine with the improved
INVECS-IIICVT (Continuously Variable Transmission).
Couple that with the 6-Speed Sports Mode and
paddle shifters, and you get to enjoy an even
wider range of sporty controls without the need
of a clutch.

EFFORTLESS
HANDLING AND
BETTER FUEL
EFFICIENCY
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COMFORT
& CONVENIENCE
GOOD VISIBILITY WITH
COMMANDING DRIVING POSITION

KEYLESS OPERATION SYSTEM
Operating the doors is especially easy. Just carry the
keyless operation key in your bag or pocket, and you
will be able to open the driver’s door or trunk with
the push of a button. You can also press the engine
switch to start or stop the engine.

Take in the view of the road on your trips with the
elevated driver’s seat which provides a more upright
seating position. Plus, the raised hip point makes for
easy, smooth access.

PADDLE SHIFTERS AND CRUISE CONTROL

GENEROUS WHEELBASE

CARGO CAPACITY OF UP TO 416ℓ

Wave goodbye to cramped leg quarters the ASX allows for improved riding comfort with
greater legroom, courtesy of the generous
2,670mm wheelbase.

Imagine this: Up to 416ℓ of cargo capacity with five
passengers, plus a wide tailgate for bulky items and
a level boot floor. The spaciousness will make moving
heavy cargo a breeze.

Mounted within easy reach, the paddle shifters
enable sporty control even with both hands safely on
the wheel. Using the paddle shifters, you can switch
gears easily. For added convenience, the current gear
position is clearly displayed on the multi-information
display.
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COMFORT
& CONVENIENCE

*Silver roof rock is for illustration purpose only.

BLACK ROOF RAILS
Store bulky items like bicycles and luggages on the convenient
roof rails, for a more spacious and comfortable ride.

AUTOMATIC HEADLAMPS

AUTOMATIC RAIN SENSORS

Dusk sensing headlamps automatically
illuminate the roads in fading light or when
travelling through a tunnel.

Beat the rain with automatic rain sensors that activate your
wipers at just the right time and speed.

FULL-FLAT REAR SEAT &
60:40 SPLIT FOLDABLE SEATBACK
FULL COLOUR LCD INSTRUMENT CLUSTER

FULLY AUTOMATIC AIR CONDITIONER

An attractively designed full colour liquid crystal display
provides useful information at a glance.

Comfortable cabin temperatures are yours to enjoy all
year round.

Ferry around any combination of passengers and luggage with ease and
convenience. Rear seats fold flat down with a 60:40 split to effortlessly
accommodate sports gear, prams, luggage, and even bulky bicycles.

SAFETY

7 SRS AIRBAGS
Expect protection from all sides: front airbags, side airbags,
curtain airbags, and even a driver’s knee airbag all help to
reduce the likelihood of injury in the event of an accident.

EMERGENCY STOP SIGNAL
(ESS)
The ESS system reduces the
possibility of rear end collisions
during sudden braking by the rapid
and automatic blinking of the hazard
warning lamps to alert vehicles
approaching from behind.

SEATBELTS WITH PRETENSIONERS AND FORCE-LIMITERS
The driver and front passenger seatbelts are available with pretensioners and
force-limiters that reel in to secure the occupant in the initial moments of a
collision, and gently release the occupant afterward to reduce the risk of injury.

ACTIVE STABILITY CONTROL (ASC)
Be ensured of a smoother ride with the stability control function.
Onboard sensors analyse vehicle motion and identify lateral wheel slippage,
while traction control functions on wheel spin and engine output are
governed, and braking force is applied to spinning wheels to prevent
driving torque loss.

SIDE MIRROR WITH
INTEGRATED TURN SIGNAL
Clearly indicate your intentions to
motorists all around you, with turn
signal indicators on the side mirrors
for enhanced safety.

HILL START ASSIST (HSA)

Lateral rear-wheel slippage
Braking force applied to outer
front wheel to prevent spin-out.

Lateral front-wheel slippage
Braking force applied to inner rear
wheel to prevent front-end drift.

No more accidental sliding on sharp
slopes. When starting on a steep hill,
the HSA helps prevent the vehicle
from rolling backwards when you
release the brake by maintaining the
braking force for up to two seconds
until you step on the accelerator.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
& EXTERIOR COLOURS

AFTERSALES
CARE

Capacity (cc)
Max Power (Ps/rpm)

1,998

Max Torque (Nm/rpm)

197/4,200

Fuel System

Electronic Controlled Injection - Multi Point Injection

Engine Type

DOHC MIVEC (4B11), 4-Cylinder, 16-Valve Petrol Engine

Wheel Drive

Front Wheel Drive

Transmission

INVECS-III CVT (Continuously Variable Transmission) with 6-Speed Sports Mode

Top Speed (km/h)

193

0-100km (sec)

10.7

Fuel Economy (ℓ/100 km)

7.6 (13.1 km/ℓ)

Fuel Tank Capacity (ℓ)

63

VES Banding

C1

Curb Weight (kg)

1,365

Length/Width/Height (mm)

4,365/1,810/1,640

Wheelbase (mm)

2,670

Turning Radius (m)

5.3

Tyre Size

225/55 R18

150/6,000

1,810 mm

205 mm

1,545 mm

2,670 mm

1,810 mm
(1,810 mm with optional wheel lip molding)

4,365 mm

1,530 mm
1,810 mm
(1,810 mm with optional wheel lip molding)

With more than a century in the automotive industry,
you can entrust your vehicle to us. We use the latest
recommended diagnostic system, Grade A genuine parts
and the right specifications of lubricants and
consumables, to keep your Mitsubishi vehicle running
at its optimal condition.

YOU ALSO RECEIVE PEACE OF MIND WITH
OUR WARRANTIES:

(1,810 mm with optional wheel lip molding)

1,640 mm

At Cycle & Carriage, we take pride in the competence of our
aftersales staff, who are fully qualified to look after your
Mitsubishi vehicle. Our team is always up to date with the
latest developments thanks to a rigorous ongoing training
programme conducted by our in-house trainers, as well as
trainers from the Manufacturer.

Parts replacement: 2 years or 40,000 km*,
whichever comes first.
Tyres replacement: 5 years* from date of purchase.
We also provide services such as guaranteed turnaround
Express Service+, Service Plans and many more.
*Terms & conditions apply.

Sterling Silver Metallic

Lightning Blue

+30% off final bill if we do not turn around within the guaranteed time.

Red Metallic

10-YEAR ENGINE WARRANTY AND
5-YEAR UNLIMITED MILEAGE WARRANTY

Titanium Grey Metallic

White Pearl

Drive in total comfort and security. All Mitsubishi passenger cars*
will come with a 10-year engine warranty† and a 5-year unlimited
mileage warranty.

Black Mica

* Exclude electric models and commercial vehicles.
† Subject to a maximum mileage of 200,000 km or 10 years, whichever comes first.
Terms and conditions apply.

MITSUBISHI 24/7
ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
We know sometimes the unexpected happens. Please call
our 24-hour hotline at 6475 9500 for any emergencies and
we will be glad to assist.

CUSTOMER ASSISTANCE
As your trusted partner, our Customer Assistance is
always ready to assist you with any enquiry or feedback.
Simply call 6471 9111 or email CustomerAssistanceCentre@
cyclecarriage.com.sg.
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